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Governing Eqs. - Momentum
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Governing Eqs. - Heat

tendency advection molecular


conduction

radiation latent 


heating
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Governing Eqs. - Pollutants

tendency advection molecular


diffusion

source


or sink



For Turbulent Flow, split each variable 
into mean and turbulent parts
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turbulent

component

actual

instan-

taneous


value

mean

component

etc.  These can be rearranged to solve

for the turbulent (gust) part:
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Governing Eqs.  

Reynolds-averaged 
equations for mean 
flow of turbulent air

Term X in these eqs.

represent a flux.


The next slides 

show why.



Fluxes Flux density = 

transport of a quantity per unit area per unit time.
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Kinematic Fluxes

Kinematic flux is based on variables we can measure:  wind (m/s), temperature (K), etc.8



Fluxes due to Mean Winds
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Eddy Fluxes
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Eddy Fluxes are a statistical covariances

Thus, kinematic heat flux              is computed from data as a covariance.
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w’ and T’ vary

together, hence


covariance
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Stress, tau  ( 𝜏 )

Stress has same units as pressure: Pascals (Pa).

Shear-stress in a fluid is proportional to the shear:  𝜏 = µ (∂U/∂z) , 
where µ = viscosity
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Stress, tau  ( 𝜏 ) = Momentum Flux
Stress has same units as momentum flux,

which has the same units as pressure.

N

m2

kg · m · s-2

m2

=

Units:

kg · m·s-1

m2 s 

=

mass · velocity

area · time 

=Pa

momentem

area · time 

=

=  momentum flux
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 𝜏 /𝜌 = kinematic stress. Units: kg · m · s-2

m2

=m3

kg

m2

s2



Eddy momentum flux = Reynolds Stress

Statistical covariance of u and w is the kinematic form of Reynolds stress.

The “friction velocity” u* is based on the vertical flux of 
horizontal momentum.
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u* is a velocity scale for the surface layer  
(not the whole BL.

Useful for a “similarity theory” relationship called the “law of the wall”, 
which yields the log wind profile for statically neutral surface layers.
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Wind- 
profile 
example
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Wind 
profile for 
statically-
stable 
surface 
layer
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Scaling Variables for the surface layer

Length:   Obukhov Length  L


Velocity:  friction velocity  u*


Temperature: 


Moisture:
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Scaling Variables for the convective mixed layer

Length:   Capping Inversion height,   zi 


Velocity: 


Temperature: 


Moisture:

where

FHsfc =  
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Value of Similarity Theory illustrated with an example

of a convective BL

Suppose you measured w’2bar vs z

on different days, as plotted below. 

They look “similar” to each other.

By using appropriate scaling variables

to create dimensionless groups, all the

curves collapse into a single curve.

An empirical eq. can be found for that curve:

which should work for any convective BL.

Note:  w’2bar is the vertical

velocity variance (sigma_w)2.

Sigma_w isan important 

parameter for smoke dispersion.
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Value of Similarity Theory illustrated with an example

of a convective BL

By using appropriate scaling variables

to create dimensionless groups, all the

curves collapse into a single curve.

An empirical eq. can be found for that curve:

which should work for any convective BL.

Hypothesis: 

This same empirical equation (where 
BL scaling variables were used to 
create dimensionless groups) will work 
for all other boundary layers that have

similar characteristics.


For this example, the hope is that this 
eq. works for ALL other purely 
convective boundary layers (i.e., 
having negligible shear generation of 
turbulence) over flat uniform terrain.


This is the value.  It allows us to 
estimate vertical velocity variance 
(which is used to find pollutant spread 
sigma_z), knowing z, Zi and the 
vertical heat flux at the surface for any 
convective BL.
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Other similarity eqs. can be 
empirically found for other variables, 
such as v'^2 bar,  Ubar, etc.



Governing Eqs., Fluxes, Stress,  
Scaling Variables, and Similarity Theory

For more details, take ATSC 500 Atmospheric Boundary Layers, or

Read Stull (1988) An Intro. to Boundary Layer Meteorology


Any Questions?
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